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In this paper we present a result which completes a previous theorem 
concerning weak compactness in the space of Pettis integrable functions [4, 
Theorem 1] which is then used to show its equivalence with a weak 
compactness result of Lewis [6]. 
All notation and terminology are the same as in [4], but for the readers 
convenience, we Will record now some basic notation. Let (At, Z,g)  be an 
arbitrary measure space, where Z is a a-algebra of subsets of X and/l is a 
positive, possibly infinite, a-additive measure. Let E be a Banach space. 
S~(u)  is the space of functions f: X--* E which are strongly measurable and 
Pettis integrable, endowed with the semi-norm 
( f ) l - sup  l f  l ( f ,x*) ldp;x*EE*, lx*l<~ l I. 
A p-partition  is of the form r~ --- (Ai), where A i E Z, the Ai are disjoint and 
0 < p(Ai)< oo;E~ is the conditional expectation corresponding to n. 
The following theorem gives a characterization of conditional weak 
compactness in f~u) ,  by means of uniform weak convergence of 
conditional expectations. 
THEOREM 1. A" set K c S~)  is conditionally weakly compact if and 
only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(1) For each set A ES, of finite measure, the set K(A)= {fAfdP; 
f C K} is conditionally weakly compact in E; 
(2) For every countable subset K o c K, there exists a sequence (n,) of 
finite partitions uch that E~,(f ) ~ f weakly in YleOz ), uniformly for f C Ko. 
For the proof we refer to the proof of theorem 1 in [4]. We remark here 
that in the statement of Theorem 1 in [4] we imposed the following 
unnecessary condition: for every countable subset K '  cK ,  there is a coun- 
table subset K 0 ~K '  such that sup{lf(t)[;fE K0} < oo, p-a.e. This condition 
was imposed in order to fill a lacuna in step K of the proof of Theorem 1 in 
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[2], which was used to prove Theorem 1 in [4]. But this gap can be easily 
filled using the uniform integrability of a bounded uniformly a-additive set in 
L ~ (see [5] for a more general situation). 
Now we demonstrate he equivalence of theorem I with Lewis' criterion 
for weak compactness of d 1. 
THEOREM 2. A set K ~ L#~(~) is conditionally weakly compact if and 
only if: 
(1) For every set A E 2; of finite measure, the set K(A)= {fAf dp; 
f C K} is conditionally weakly compact in E; 
(2) For every x*CE* ,  the set (K ,x* )={( f ,x*>;  fEK}  is 
conditionally weakly compact in L l(g). 
Proof. If K is conditionally weakly compact, then conditions (1) and (2) 
are satisfied by the continuity of the mappings f~  SAfd~t and f-~ (f, x*). 
Conversely, assume the above two conditions. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that K is countable, hence 27 is generated by a countable 
ring R of sets of finite measure. Let (zcn) be a sequence of finite partitions 
cofinal to the net of all finite partitions over R; we assert that E~,( f ) -~f  
weakly in f~u) ,  uniformly in K, and by Theorem 1 the result follows. Since 
(K,x*) is conditionally weakly compact in L I~) ,  it follows from 
Theorem 1, Id in [2] that (E,~.(f), x*)--* (f, x*) as n ~ oo, weakly in L ~(p), 
uniformly for fE  K, that is, for each x* E E* and g E L°~(/.t), we have 
J~ (E,,,(f), x* >g d/.t ~ S <f' x* >gdp, as n --* oo, 
uniformly for fC  K. From Lemma 3 in ]4] it follows that E~, ( f )~f  as 
n--* oo weakly in f~)  uniformly for fG  K. The result now follows from 
Theorem 1. 
We now take this opportunity to correct a step in the proof of 
Theorem 8.8 in [3] and at the same time greatly simplify the proof. We 
remark that K. Bichteler has also obtained a similar result [1, Theorem 
11.6]. The reader is referred to [31 for all notation and terminology. 
THEOREM 3. Let m: ~L(E ,F )  be a a-additive measure with local 
finite the, F semivariation, such that me,p= {]mzl; z EFI*} is uniformly a- 
additive. I f  h C Fe(m~,r) and supp h E ~ implies S h dm E F, then me, ~ has 
the Beppo-Levi property. 
Proof. Let fC  FE(mE,v) with suppfC 9° .  We may then assume that 
T C~.  It suffices to prove that N(fOA,)=mEw(f#A,)~O whenever 
A, ~ fix and A n ~ 0, in view of Proposition 8.6 in [3]. If we deny it, we can 
assume that there exists an e > 0 and a decreasing sequence A, ~ ~a with 
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An ~ 0 and N(fOA,, ) > e for every n. For every n we have supN(fe)A.\A~)= 
N(fOA.) > g, hence there exists k n > n such that N(fCA,~) > e. By induction, 
we can find a subsequence (k,) such that, denoting B,  = Ak,\Ak, +,, we have 
N(fOB,) > e, for every n. 
The sets B ,  are mutually disjoint and their union is A 1. Choose a sequence 
(z,) from F* such that 
fB l f l d l m z . l > e ,  for every n. n 
By Lemma 4.2 in [3], for each n there exists a g-measurable step function 
f ,  with If,1 ~< Ifl  and 
B f, dm~, > e, for every n. 
n 
If  we denote g=~,n~_lfnOa., then Igl~<lfl ,  hence N(g)<oo and the 
previous inequalities can be written: 
~B g dmz, > e, for every n. 
n 
Let S o be the a-algebra generated by a countable number of sets such that 
A~ C Z O for every n, and all functions f~ and f are -r0-measurable. Let E o be 
the separable Banach space spanned by Uf~(T) and f (T)  (note that since 
T C ~,  f is the m-a.e, limit of a sequence of simple functions, and we may 
assume that f has separable range). Thus the space L~o(SO, mE,r) is 
separable. Let F o be the Banach space generated by {f hdm; 
h E L~o(Z o, me,F) }. Then F o c F is separable. Observe that if h: T~ E 0 is 
S0-measurable and N(h) < oo, then f h dm C F o. To see this, let (hn) be a 
sequence of So-Ste p functions such that h, ~ h m-a.e, and I h, l ~< Ihl. For 
every z EF* ,  we apply the Lebesgue theorem in L~(Imzl) to obtain 
f h ham z -o f h dm z . Hence (f h, am, z ) -~ (f h dm, z ). In other words, 
f h~ dm -~ f h dm weakly in F. Since F 0 is closed and f h, dm E F o, we have 
f h dm C F o. 
By a diagonal process we can extract a subsequence of (z~) which 
converges at every point of a countable dense set in F 0. Let us assume that 
(zn) is this subsequence. Since [z~[ ~ 1 for each n, by the Banach-Steinhaus 
theorem, (z,) converges at every point o fF  o. In particular, if h: T~E is S o- 
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measurable and N(h) < oo, then the sequence ((f h dm, zn) )-- (f h dmz.) 
converges. The set funct ion p: 27 o -  F o defined by 
/.t(A)= fa g dm, 
is a-addit ive since/1 is weakly a-addit ive and has finite mc, r semivariat ion 
since for zEF ' ,  we have /2z (A)=fa  gdmz; hence ]/2z] (A)=fa]g[d lmz]  ;
therefore/2(A) = suPl~l<l ]/2z] (A )=N(gOA ) < or. Therefore the family {I/1~[; 
]z] ~ 1, z EF t}  is uni formly a-additive. In particular,  the sequence of 
measures (ft,) defined on Z o by 
lifo(A) = ~A g dmz° 
is uni formly a-additive. Since the sets B ,  are mutual ly  disjoint and their 
un ion is A l, we deduce that p,(Bk) ~ 0 as k -  oo, uni formly for n = 1, 2 ..... 
This contradicts the inequal i ty [/I~,(B,)[ = [lB, g drn~o[ > e for every n. 
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